
  THREE 

  

 For the Community 

  

 I learned early in life that others were eager to figure me out, categorize me, label 

me, even name me. They saw what they wanted to see, what differentiated me, 

what bothered them about the way I looked. In my earliest memories of my life in 

the United States, I sensed that people saw me as “Oriental,” different from them, 

and that they elided my difference with weakness. The “Orientalism” I 

experienced was aggression and judgment and I realized as a child that I had to be 

vigilant, project quiet strength, and be brave and ready to fight. I found that I 

could use Orientalism to my advantage by cultivating an air of mystery and 

unpredictability that quelled potential attacks. Aggression was mostly verbal: 

taunts of “Ching Chong Chinaman” or “Chink,” amusing now for their 

mistakenness, at the time stung as badly as the more appropriate “Jap.” I never let 

on that any words penetrated the samurai armor protecting my Japanese heart.  

  I would have chosen none of these were labels for myself, and the 

inadequacy of any term to fully explain who I was continued throughout my life. 

Japanese, American, Japanese American, or Asian American all fit but did not 

describe everything about me. Amerasian, Eurasian, haafu, hapa, or half Japanese 

and half Irish described more completely but none were satisfying. I longed for a 

word that would easily answer the question “What are you?” I wondered what 

control I had to say who I was? When my friends in high school declared 

themselves “black” I had rejoiced with them, all the while longing for my own 

term of self-definition.  

  In 1984 I moved to San Francisco to experience a Japanese American 

community and a more pan-Asian environment than Boston offered. A lively 

debate at that time regarding the term hapa--borrowed from Hawaiian--included a 
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spirited article by Lane Hirabayashi in the local Japanese American newspaper. 

He pointed out that the term itself was not what is most important and that a 

crucial issue was being buried in the arguments focused mainly on terminology. 

 I believe the critical point being overlooked has to do with the right of the 
“insider” to define and conceptualize his or her own experience, and then 
develop a perspective which reflects this. This is not to say the insider’s point of 
view is necessarily the most accurate or “truthful” (whatever the truth may be). 
My point is that--as a person of biracial, bicultural ancestry--I have to develop a 
way of looking at and understanding myself that fits my reality and needs.  1

    

   I loved the message that “we” had the right to self-definition. Just the 

thought that there was a “we” was exhilarating. Lane pointed out how an 

outstanding dimension of the debate was that the people who wrote to protest the 

term were not persons of biracial, bicultural ancestry. He took on respected 

community leaders Karl Yoneda and Raymond Okamura for their rejection of the 

term hapa and their unwillingness to extend to us the same rights to self-

determination they have insisted upon for themselves as Japanese Americans. 

Lane rejected their assertions that we just need to think of hapa as “beautiful 

human beings” or simply as “Nikkei” (members of the Japanese diaspora) as 

smacking of paternalism and forced assimilation. “If I accepted it, I would lose 

myself,” he wrote. He also wrote of the rejection he has experienced not only in 

the larger society but in the Japanese American community as well, such as being 

challenged by another Sansei over his right to teach Asian American studies. Lane 

explained how the debate left him feeling “outraged and alienated.” He defiantly 

wrote that he still called himself hapa and rejected outsiders’ attempts to define 

his experience and identity on their terms. He identified the key issue as power. 

 Lane was one of the first people I wanted to meet when I got to San 

Francisco. We hit it off right away as two young men similarly consumed by our 

identities, community connections, and scholarly passions. I remember we talked 
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one night while parked outside my apartment in his yellow VW bug. He got 

heated up as I explained that identity development theory suggested that we 

would be considered more psychologically adjusted when we stopped insisting we 

were Japanese American and accepted a mixed identity--that we needed to get 

over our anger that we weren’t accepted or understood by others and just integrate 

everything into a biracial identity. “Okay, so I might be less developed according 

to psychological theory, but this tension is what keeps me going, drives me to do 

things,” he exclaimed. I wondered what would happen to Lane if he lost his 

tension. Didn’t some people just seem to disappear from the struggle when they 

got it all together, mellowing out in their bland suburban homes? As a student of 

psychology I got the impression that humans were supposed to proceed through 

distinctly marked stages of development, becoming better and mellower as one 

reached higher and higher stages. When I saw psychological tension in a person I 

assumed it meant that they were less developed than someone without such 

tension. Lane had tension. Was it coming from his position as a self-identified 

Japanese American who might not appear to be Japanese to others? Was it 

because he did not acquiesce to their definitions but asserted himself as both 

Japanese American and mixed race? Did the tension come from the conflict he 

encountered as he challenged the limiting perceptions and judgments of others 

and butted heads with respected elders? 

 At the time I was absorbed in reading Erikson’s work on identity and was 

struck by his description of ethnic writers as “martyrs of self-chosen or 

accidentally aggravated identity consciousness who must sacrifice the innocent 

unity of living to a revolutionary consciousness.” Erikson explained their 

preoccupation with identity as “not only a symptom of alienation but also a 

corrective trend in psychosocial revolution.” I felt understood and empowered 

when he admonished that “a certain painful identity consciousness may have to be 

tolerated in order to provide the conscience of man with a critique of conditions, 

with the insights and with the conceptions necessary to heal himself of what most 
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deeply divides and threatens him, namely, his division into pseudospecies.” I saw 

myself and perhaps Lane too as one of those whose identity consciousness was 

“absorbed in actuality, lost in the intensity of the struggle.” Was my “identity 

consciousness overcome through identity won in action”? Were we destined to be 

“spokesmen or prophets of identity confusion”?  

 Lane’s identity consciousness led him to voice his opinions and state his 

position for himself and for a whole group of others. Hapa has since become 

popularized as a term embraced widely by mixed Asian Americans and a symbol 

of their identity and empowerment, but few people who now use it know the debt 

they owe to Lane for advocating the term at a time when it took courage to speak 

out. I wondered whether Lane felt any reservations in voicing an opinion against 

community leaders. I asked him some years later whether at that time he was 

aware that his style of publicly opposing respected community elders might be 

perceived as “un-Japanese” and be used against him as an indication that he was 

not authentically Nikkei? Did he worry that he would be chided for not showing 

enough respect for elders, for not understanding Japanese common sense or 

cultural values such as enryo? Did he know all this and persist anyway, 

emboldened by the examples of the men in his family, his father and uncle, who 

publicly protested injustice? 

 “I think I remember worrying a little bit about all that. In the Japanese 
American community in those days you didn’t take on “elders” too casually 
because you knew that--right or wrong--there would be retribution, especially if 
you made anyone look bad. So if I didn’t have the support of you guys on the one 
hand and the [San Francisco Center for Japanese American Studies] folks on the 
other hand I might have been more inclined to keep my mouth shut. In retrospect, 
I’m appreciative of everyone’s support because it enabled me to express exactly 
what was on my mind. Here, I should also say that I had known the Yonedas and 
Ray Okamura since I was a kid because they were always at Center programs, and 
so, yes, they were community elders, but they were also like extended family. The 
other thing is that I leave clues all over the place that I am who I am.” 
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   Lane’s family also had a special place in the Japanese American 

community. His father James was prominent in the San Francisco community and 

his uncle Gordon was nationally known. Both were part of a family that was taken 

to the WCCA (Wartime Civil Control Administration) camp at Pinedale, 

California, following the December 1941 bombing of Pearl Harbor and then 

forcibly incarcerated at the WRA (War Relocation Authority) American-style 

concentration camps at Tule Lake in Northern California. His grandparents hated 

camp and tried to leave as fast as they could. James, the eldest child, was sent out 

to Weizer, Idaho, to harvest sugar beets and save money. His father joined him 

soon after and they both worked in the fields for about a year to get Jim’s mom 

and the two youngest children out of Tule. 

   Lane’s uncle Gordon, then a twenty-three-year-old University of 

Washington student, turned himself in to federal authorities in Seattle rather than 

be moved to a camp. His grandmother begged her oldest son not to defy 

authorities so that the family would not be split up, but Gordon felt very strongly 

that he needed to do it. He was protesting mass removal as well as mass 

incarceration and his intent was to protest the American-style concentration camps 

themselves. In the end, the government’s lawyers hung the curfew charge on him 

as a way to avoid having to address fundamental constitutional issues that Gordon 

wanted to raise. He was convicted of violating military law and did time in 

Arizona on that first conviction. Shortly afterward, he was tried again for refusing 

induction--he was a conscientious objector--and was sentenced to McNeil Island 

Federal Penitentiary on a second conviction. 

   Gordon’s case became one of three major U.S. Supreme Court cases that 

challenged the substance of Executive Order 9066; the Supreme Court ruled in 

favor of the government. But in the early 1980s the redress and reparations 

movement brought the spotlight to Gordon when petitions of coram nobis--legal 

efforts to highlight errors of fact in court--were filed on his behalf and that of two 

other Japanese Americans who had challenged the incarceration, Min Yasui and 
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Fred Korematsu. The petitions brought to light legal flaws in the imprisonment 

and in 1987 the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals overturned Hirabayashi’s 

conviction. The next year, President Reagan signed the Civil Liberties Act of 

1988, which blamed the incarceration on racial prejudice and failed political 

leadership.  

  Gordon’s bravery in the height of wartime hysteria impressed his young 

nephew. Lane was also heavily influenced by his father, a pioneer in his own 

right. James was a high school senior in 1942; after the war ended he resumed his 

education and eventually received a PhD from the Department of Social Relations 

at Harvard University, where he studied with some of the great scholars of that 

generation. His marriage with a Norwegian American woman was just a year after 

the 1948 repeal of a California law that prohibited marriage between “whites” and 

“Mongolians” and many years before the similar 1967 repeal by the U.S. Supreme 

Court. Lane’s mother Joanne left her traditional Norwegian American family and 

community to marry Lane’s father. Like James, she was an anthropologist 

interested in Asian cultures. They spoke English at home, ate Japanese food with 

Japanese dishes and utensils, and Japanese books, games, and cultural artifacts 

were always around. James’s influence on his son was enhanced by his 

professional focus on Japan and the time the family spent there when James was a 

researcher at the University of Tokyo.  

  James became dean of the nation’s first school of ethnic studies at San 

Francisco State College. Lane credits his father’s developing perspective with 

influencing him to get involved in ethnic grassroots organizations and join a 

number of Japanese American youth groups in San Francisco. 

“The 1969 strike at San Francisco State had a huge impact on me. I was a 
junior in high school. My parents were already divorced but I saw my dad almost 
every weekend over in the city. Jim was tenured faculty but students and 
colleagues in the Teachers Union convinced him to go out on strike.  

“It’s when and how I started getting involved in community-based 
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organizations like JCYC (Japanese Community Youth Council), adding a new 
political level to my sense of Japanese American identity. (This was especially the 
result of meeting people who were active in the Asian American movement of the 
1970s.) For a hapa kid from Marin County, seeing the strike and then hanging 
around J-Town and Chinatown fully introduced me to the idea of empowerment, 
in which the principles of autonomy and self-definition were key components. It 
was a matter of simple extension to think: if those tools could help free me in 
terms of my identity as a Japanese American and Asian American, the same tools 
would surely be of use in understanding myself as a mixed race person. The great 
thing was the folks around the old San Francisco Center for Japanese American 
Studies were very supportive of this line of thought.  

“Then around 1980 I met you, Grace Fleming, George Kitahara Kich, and 
we formed a network within the Center that resulted in a series of influential 
panels and community presentations in San Francisco and at the CJAS 
conferences at Asilomar. So for me, these were terrific developments because it 
meant I could still participate in the Japanese American community even as I 
became more aware that I’m not exactly a Japanese American per se; nor am I a 
Norwegian American. My experiences encompassed elements of both sides.” 
  

  Lane also organized a groundbreaking panel at the Association of Asian 

American Studies at SF State in 1986 that featured George Kitahara Kich, Cindy 

Nakashima, and myself. George was a pioneer in mixed race research and wrote 

one of the first doctoral dissertations on the subject. He also was a founding 

member of I-Pride, a community group that advocated for mixed race families. 

George’s study on mixed Japanese-whites promoted a three-stage model of 

identity development. In the first stage, biracial people are either seen as different 

or feel themselves to be different from others, often in a negative manner. A 

struggle for acceptance by others occurs in the second stage, in the context of 

school or community settings. The third stage is characterized by self-acceptance 

and assertion of an interracial identity, in which the biracial person creates 

congruent self-definitions rather than be determined by others’ definitions and 

stereotypes. George described development as a lifelong task, which seems to 

repeat at different levels of complexity during major crises or transitions 
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throughout the life span.  2

  I was encouraged by George’s research to pursue my own study, especially 

to understand the “roots” journey to Japan and search for community as Japanese 

American, both of which were transformative personal experiences. The 

Association of Asian American Studies seminar Lane organized was a major 

breakthrough for me as I sought to assert myself in the Asian American academic 

area, and I was thrilled when my paper “Addressing Issues of Biracial/Bicultural 

Asian Americans” was published in the book that came out of the conference, 

Reflections on Shattered Windows.  It was one of the first published papers I 3

know of to advocate the inclusion of these issues in Asian American studies. 

Besides the obvious demographics of rapidly increasing numbers of 

intermarriages and therefore mixed ancestry children, I asserted that we could 

play a special role in Asian American communities. Since we are oppressed not 

only by whites but also by other minorities, including Asian Americans, we are a 

reminder of how all oppressed people may also be oppressors. I maintained that 

facing the issues that confront biracial Asian Americans can help all Asian 

Americans reconsider a simplistic view of racism as emanating from whites 

only--to move beyond this to a broader awareness of the racial prejudice and 

discrimination that are institutionalized and exist in all of us.  

  I felt that it was necessary to write the article because inclusion of mixed 

race Asians in Asian American studies or communities was not an accepted idea at 

the time. I was confronted with this reality when Lane invited Grace and me to 

present in his Asian American Studies class at San Francisco State. I had not been 

speaking very long before a student interrupted me: “Are you Asian?” I bristled 

but decided to make this a teaching moment. “Why do you ask?” The student 

retorted, “Because you don’t look Asian.” I was stunned by his brashness and 

staggered around for a while though I am unable to recall how I responded. Many 

years later, I wonder why I became so frazzled by that simple comment. I guess 

the trauma goes deep because looking Asian was a source of childhood pain. 
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White kids picked me out and peppered me with racial taunts, so to be told by 

Asians that I don’t look Asian is experienced as rejection--once again. When we 

processed the class in his office, Lane told me that the hostility I experienced was 

probably indirectly aimed at him, but since he was the instructor the students felt 

frustrated in their inability to challenge him, instead accusing me of being an 

inauthentic, illegitimate Asian. 

  That was 1985. Two years later I was living in Japan, where I would stay 

until past the turn of the century. I wonder whether I suffered from “ethnic 

fatigue” and was tired of living as an Asian American. But if so, why did I go to a 

place where I would be challenged even more as Japanese? Perhaps this had 

become my way of living, on the margins, in liminal spaces. I eventually returned 

to the United States unapologetic and self-confident in my “Japaneseness.” I had 

become Japanese, much like Obama became black. I had paid my dues. No matter 

what anyone said, I knew I was Japanese, simply based on lived experiences.  

  Lane’s reflections on his identity development preceded what would 

become much more common in later years, as people of mixed ancestries started 

to publicly share their thoughts in anthologies, memoirs, and other 

autobiographical writings. In 1982, Lane published a self-reflective essay.  4

An identity crisis? Who me? The best of both worlds?: YELLOW and WHITE? 
Well . . . But if you were to ask about the inner perceptions, the inside life of an 
out-marriage child, what would there be to tell you? 

As a child there were the small dilemmas. A household life: never painful, 
and now they seem almost silly. What’s for dinner? When it was my turn to set the 
table I’d wonder: who’s cooking tonight, mom or dad? What will we be having: 
gohan or potatoes? Should I put out hashi and rice bowls or the knives and the 
forks? 

This was the “me” as I felt inside. Momentarily puzzled at times perhaps 
but definitely a whole. There were no splits, no divisions, to confuse or mar my 
world. My parents were my parents, my friends were my friends, and I was 
myself. But there was also the “me” as other persons perceived me. This was 
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where the dilemma of identity seemed to begin.  
My last name, a Nihonjin name, always made me feel Japanese. There it 

was. I couldn’t have run away from it, hidden it, gotten rid of it, or denied it. I 
was stuck with it, but never completely displeased, even when they laughed at it: 
my childhood friends in games of name teasing. 

“KAWASAKI, HONDA, HIBACHI; KAWASAKI, HONDA, HIBACHI.” 
My face would burn, my eyes fill with warm, heavy tears. But later I would feel 
unrepentant as if with my name I could defy the world around me<3.> 

As I looked out at the world, and that world looked back at me, people 
perceived me differently. I found out that there were two parts to me. One part 
evoked the response, “OH, ARE YOU Japanese?” The other drew the reaction, 
“HEY, I KNOW YOU’RE AN ORIENTAL.” 

Once an elementary school teacher--upon seeing me at the back of the 
classroom where I was peering intently at the assignment on the blackboard--
asked me: “Will you stop squinting like that? What’s the matter? Do you need 
glasses?” I was silent in confusion. Had I been squinting like he said? I was still 
too young to realize then, to tell him straight to his face that I wasn’t squinting. 
That was just the way my eyes were.  

Later on, in high school, I was to hear the other story, the flip side to the 
Eurasian coin. The ex-army typing teacher would smile and greet me: 
“Konnichiwa” he would say in some half-forgotten G.I. Japanese. “Ikaga desu 
ka?” I stopped, taken aback and not knowing how to reply I turned around and 
walked away. What could I have said that would have reflected my own feelings, 
or that would have unmasked his assumptions? 

WHO ARE WE? The children of out-marriages? The EURASIAN, HAPPA, 
KONKETSUJI, HAFU, MIXED MARRIAGE children? Is it true that we are 
either strikingly beautiful--skilled as the models, singers, entertainers<3.>the 
prostitutes of all-night honky-tonks and red-lit bars? Or are we somehow the 
awkward and homely--an unfortunate combination of mis-matched pieces? Are 
we the ainoko of unacknowledged, unidentified parenthood; the children of sin 
and shame, or even polluted blood? Or will the mixing of genes and heritage 
make us the leaders of a new and proud cosmic race? Is it true that we are 
marginal men and women trapped and torn between two peoples, two cultures, 
two worlds? Are we excessively self- and race-conscious, inferior, hypersensitive, 
hypercritical, and even worse? Are we bi-racial, bi-cultural, and restless with the 
consciousness of having dual citizenship to personality and identity? Or do we 
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simply decide to avoid the issue by becoming 100 percent WHITE or YELLOW? 
“Stereotypes.” You may think, but let me ask you: why is it that so many of 

us are slipping into the mainstream--passing? Why is it so much easier to flow 
with the current, to adapt, to assimilate, even if we have to deny a part of 
ourselves? 

  Lane’s essay makes me wonder why for some people their ethnicity is the 

central guiding factor in their lives, while for others it is just a fact of life that has 

little affect on them. This is apparent even among siblings. In my family, it has 

been a salient aspect of my life from childhood to now, while my sisters have 

lived their lives with ethnicity mostly a matter of minor concern or relevance. As 

Lane interacted more with other hapa he wondered what factors make people 

more or less interested in their ethnic heritage. He wrote about it--experimenting 

with a spelling of hapa as happa to set it apart somewhat from the original 

Hawaiian term. 

  

  I once sat down and compared experiences with a happa woman I met at 
school. She too grew up in white middle-class suburbia. She had a comfortable 
home and loving environment, but her parents did not put any emphasis on 
Japanese or Asian culture. There were no relatives nearby and most of her friends 
and boyfriends were Caucasian. She told me while she didn’t reject the “fact” that 
she was Japanese American, she didn’t think much about it and it didn’t affect her 
day-to-day life. As we talked I realized that, given a slightly different set of 
circumstances, I could have easily been just like her. Because of my background 
and experiences, however, my values, style of interaction, identity, and lifestyle 
have been profoundly shaped by the strong psychological ties I have to my father.  

In this sense--having to deal with issues which are not fully understood by 
either Japanese Americans or North Americans--the process of developing a 
positive sense of self and of identity has been filled with obstacles and struggles 
for me. Since I do acknowledge that important aspects of my self-image are tied 
to things Japanese American, though, I feel a strong need to identify as a Nikkei. 
Otherwise I would have to deny and reject central relationships in my life.  5
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  These days, many young hapa claim to have gone through their lives 

without much trouble. Rocky Kiyoshi Mitarai, however, wrote of his traumatic 

experience with hate crime in San Francisco’s Japantown, where in 1997 he was 

attacked and nearly killed by a group of Asians because he was hapa. Their 

reaction to a good luck charm he was wearing with the character for fuku 

(happiness) started the violence. Just before they started to beat him he heard one 

of them say, “Why is he wearing that necklace? He doesn’t even know what it 

means!” Another yelled, “You see Bruce Lee movies and you want to be Asian, 

huh!”   6

  Rocky wrote, “Things have gotten to the point where I am almost killed by 

other Asians because of my way of life. I can’t just stop being Japanese. I have 

worn that necklace for many years and it reflects who I am, and that I am proud of 

being Japanese. I have just as much right to wear it as anybody else.”  While his 7

traumatic experience on that day was an extreme case of violence, Rocky also 

mentions some daily harassments that might be labeled as microaggressions. He 

hears remarks like: “Why do you try so hard to be full Japanese?” “Why is your 

last name Japanese?” “You shouldn’t be in the Japan Club--you aren’t a real 

Japanese.” “Eating rice today, huh? Are you getting in touch with your Asian 

side?” “Look at this guy--the Asians don’t want him, the Caucasians don’t want 

him. He might as well be a Mexican.”  8

 I am often criticized for doing “Japanese” things, such as eating with 
chopsticks, practicing martial arts, or even making a simple trip to Japantown. 
People ask me why I do these things and some people even tell me that I 
shouldn’t do them. I was raised doing them, and now that I have grown up and 
people can’t see my Asian physical characteristics, I am criticized about the way I 
live.  9

  Being challenged on one’s right to be Japanese especially grates on those 

who have also been denigrated for being Japanese. When Rocky was growing up 
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in a mostly white town, people made slanted eyes in front of him, called him 

names, and since he was fat, asked if he was going to be a sumo wrestler. He 

endured his classmates’ and teachers’ racist comments: “I kind of accepted it and 

made fun of myself too, so that I would fit in.” But he also observed perceptively: 

“Things like that hurt me while I was growing up, which is probably why I denied 

my Caucasian side after grammar school and identified myself as full Japanese.”  10

  The desire to be part of the majority is natural but when our desire is 

thwarted some of us react as Rocky did and defiantly identify with the minority. 

This action is both acceptance of others’ labels and self-definition that allows one 

to preserve dignity and self-respect. In his “Happa Experience” essay, Lane 

expressed his anger at those who deny our identities:  

 When I encounter people who argue that happa are not truly Japanese 
American I always get angry. Although they may not realize it, such persons leave 
no room for the happa who have to struggle against all odds to positively 
conceptualize and integrate their feeling that they belong to the Japanese 
American experience in North America too. 
 So a spirit of tolerance and understanding is essential and these words 
constitute a plea for others to respect the diversity and complexity of the happa 
experience. It is true that identity is something that evolves and changes over a 
lifetime, but acceptance from others is necessary for the happa who chooses to 
identify as Japanese American . Such an acceptance can constitute both an end 
and a new beginning, since the question of identity must be dealt with before 
other kinds of thought and action can take place.  11

  When we first met, I was drawn to Lane’s youthful anger. While 

peacefulness is ideal, the reality is that there is a lot to get angry about in this 

world. There is a place for righteous indignation when we see human rights 

denied or a lack of respect for human dignity. Rocky fights back in his own way, 

refusing to be deterred from valuing his connections with his ancestry and 

continuing to assert himself not only as hapa but also as Japanese American.  
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 Many hapa people’s experiences today are similar to those of the Japanese 
Americans about thirty years ago. Many of them had an identity crisis because 
their knowledge of Japanese language and culture was limited because their 
parents tried to mold them into “Americans” for their own good and protection. At 
the same time, people were constantly questioning their knowledge about the 
United States and their ability to speak English. They were judged by their 
appearance and nothing else. I know that the oppression I have been subject to is 
not at all equal to what my father and Japanese family went through during the 
terrible internment experience. But the rejection, the necessity to prove my 
“Asianness” and being hated because of my multiethnic background are things 
that weigh heavily on my mind every day. People may choose not to accept who I 
am because I am hapa, but this ignorance cannot change me. Nobody can take my 
heart and spirit away from me. I am a very proud Japanese-American.  12

  Young people like Rocky contest the dire pronouncements of the death of 

the Japanese American community. Lane has been fighting this negative 

prediction for many years. In a 1993 article he took on Harry Kitano, perhaps the 

most respected Japanese American scholar, for his assertion that “the Japanese 

American community thriving today will be ‘no more in 2050’ in the face of the 

rising rate of intermarriage.” 

 Simply put, Dr. Kitano seems to assume that the survival of Japanese 
American culture and community revolves around the purity of Japanese “blood” 
down through the generations. Now, contrary to this view, most contemporary 
social scientists agree that culture is learned. In turn, learning one’s own culture 
has to do with exposure within the family context as well as in institutions where 
the values, norms, and typical practices of a given group are enacted, whether this 
be a school, church, club, interest group, or even a “slo-pitch” league. Given these 
points, I submit that all of us who are involved in Japanese American community-
based organizations need to consider the issue of inclusion: that is, the kind of 
opportunities and spaces available for folks of part Japanese ancestry to 
participate, to become involved, and thus to retain critical linkages to their 
Japanese American heritage.   13
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  Communities grapple with this issue of mixing in strange ways; some 

decide on blood quotas to determine who is a real Japanese American. Rebecca 

Chiyoko King-O’Riain has written on the ways in which beautiful bodies express 

the shifting boundaries of community.  The gatekeepers emerge at events such as 14

the Nisei Week Queen pageant in Los Angeles and the Cherry Blossom Queen 

pageants in San Francisco and Honolulu. They decide that given the reality that 

marriages between Japanese and other Americans have been extremely common 

for many years, 50 percent is good enough to qualify. That means my sisters 

would qualify as Japanese American, but their children’s 25 percent would not be 

enough. But how do the gatekeepers know how much blood one needs to be 

authentically Japanese? I wonder about Scott Fujita, the professional football 

player who is 0 percent by blood but was raised by Sansei adoptive parents and 

says he feels like he is Japanese American, because of the affinity for the cultural 

background he acquired through socialization in his family. I recently asked Lane 

what he thinks. 

“To me, if he wants to assert he is ‘Japanese,’ it doesn’t really bother me. I 
guess we have a case like this in terms of Tai Lan (my young sister). Jim has 
never denied she was Chinese, and he and Chris did everything they could to give 
her a chance to relate to her ethnic background--took her to Mandarin lessons, 
enrolled her in a Marin County Lion Dance troupe. Yet, because she’s being 
brought up by my father, and because she’s hung around many of the same 
Japanese American people and groups that I have when I was growing up, I would 
defend her if she said that she was as Japanese American as anything else, if 
anyone in the community objected.” 
 
  Author Stewart David Ikeda, himself of mixed ancestry (and whose family 
includes Mariana, a young adopted child from Guatemala), writes of his belief 
that a distinct Japanese American culture can and will survive, but perhaps in an 
unexpected form.  

 It will be preserved only very purposefully as family heritage, not 
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automatically as a geographic accident, racial legacy, or birthright. There may be 
more of us in this century who don’t in fact “look Japanese” or speak Japanese 
than those who do. If most Japanese Americans will look like Mariana and me, we 
must accept that the Japanese American experience is inherently multicultural and 
changing--something different from our Japanese roots that we are making up as 
we go along. I’ve been thinking about this, too, because in the past few years, two 
sansei relatives and another family friend have all adopted children, as it happens, 
from China. As it also happens, all are in interracial relationships. These children 
will look superficially more like their mothers, and thus like a “traditional” 
Japanese American family. They will also stand out in any gathering of their much 
more numerous hapa cousins.  15

  Ikeda reflects on what “the little yonsei from Guatemala” means to him 

both personally and for Japanese America, which everyone recognizes has been 

changed by high outmarriage. He points out that much is made of the “diluted 

blood” of mixed race youth, but there is less mention of how collective wartime 

upheaval and subsequent assimilation have left even “pure” Yonsei--the great-

grandchildren of immigrants--just as “culturally diluted.” He cautions, “As a 

diasporic people--like the Jews, forcefully dispersed, wandering, surviving in our 

separate ways--we face a mounting struggle to maintain our distinctiveness, 

stories, and heritage.”  He asserts that we’re all hapas now--twenty-first-century 16

Americans of every background--psychically and culturally, as globalization and 

our increasing diversity have rendered us cultural if not racial hybrids. 

  Lane also feels that the struggle for community demands commitment and 

contribution.  

“I’m always much more interested in who is contributing what. If they do 
something in or for the Japanese American community, then to me it’s a matter of 
personal preference and identity and that’s their right. What counts to me is what 
people contribute to community building and culture building. That’s something I 
value, and it’s not a matter of genetics or of being of Japanese ancestry. If people 
who are not of Japanese ancestry want to contribute something, and they are 
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sincere and effective, then I am happy to work with them. I might even value 
them more, in terms of the community, than someone who is of Japanese descent 
but isn’t interested in participating.  

“This is where my perspective intersects with the questions of whether 
happa folks or mixed race folks are part of the Japanese American community. To 
me they are, if they contribute. But same with Japanese Americans who have 
other Asian or non-Asian partners. Those partners are in if they contribute. I agree 
with those who say that if we hold this kind of attitude, first, it is healthy; and 
second, that way the community can keep on growing. 

“Inclusion in Japanese American community affairs has reaffirmed for me 
the fact that the kinds of cultural, spiritual, and political resources that the 
Japanese American community offers are a precious heritage that we can draw 
from to meet our ongoing needs--whether we are of full or part Japanese descent 
and, for that matter, whether we have any “Japanese” blood in our veins at all.  

“The Japanese American community will change but not end if we who are 
involved decide otherwise and act accordingly to develop the kind of community 
that can help us recognize and meet the challenges of an increasingly multiracial, 
multicultural population and society. In short, rather than intermarriage rates, our 
own perceptions, choices, and actions will play the deciding factor in whether the 
Japanese American community still exists in 2050 or whether it will indeed have 
vanished.” 

  Lane has taken his own place in Japanese American cultural history as the 

George and Sakaye Aratani Professor of the Japanese American Internment, 

Redress, and Community at UCLA. The chair was created by George Aratani, a 

man who lost his family’s fresh produce business while he was incarcerated 

during World War II. Many other Japanese Americans lost all they owned and 

Aratani’s hope is that something like that never happens again. The new chair was 

created as the U.S. government faced many of the same wartime pressures that 

can isolate a racial or cultural group--in this case, Arab Americans. Lane’s mission 

is to teach, do research, and publish on these themes, and to use the endowed 

chair as a vehicle to educate the public about the injustices of mass incarceration 

and about how Japanese Americans drew from community resources to fight for 
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redress. His work focuses on the United States, but he has looked beyond U.S. 

borders into other worlds since his doctoral training at Berkeley in anthropology 

and Mexican studies. He was involved in the Japanese American National 

Museum’s International Nikkei Research Project in the 1990s and began to think 

more systematically about people of the Japanese diaspora in places such as 

Mexico City, Lima, Buenos Aires, and Havana.  

  In spring 2010 I went to San Jose to hear Lane speak about his new book 

with Kenichiro Shimada of the photographs of Hiraku Carl Iwasaki, Japanese 

American Resettlement through the Lens.  When a questioner challenged the 17

rosy picture created by the photos taken when Iwasaki was in the WRA’s 

photographic section between 1943 and 1945, Lane deftly countered that this is 

one view of what happened and encouraged the person to tell their own equally 

valuable story. I watched Lane in front of an audience and I observed the 

painfully familiar shyness of a retiring personality like my own that shuns the 

spotlight. He has become a professional who I know is not up there for himself 

but for the community he serves. There is passion that Lane exudes as he talks 

that is captivating and inspiring. Listeners are moved by his dedication and 

commitment, which are not only for the Japanese American community but also a 

deeply felt family obligation. People of other communities are inspired to see the 

importance of Lane’s work to encourage that lessons be learned from the Japanese 

American experience and applied to current and future situations. 

  To me, Lane will always be the guy with whom I bonded at a time when it 

was important to be accepted as Japanese American on my own terms, as a person 

who was Japanese and something else. As someone already putting himself out 

there in that way, he was a valued ally. Reminiscing recently about the old days, 

Lane reminded me, “The key thing we were working for was authenticity and 

self-definition, and the self-acceptance that comes with that.” Now I wonder how 

to understand the struggles we went through in the process of moving toward self-

acceptance. Would it not have been easier to be white, marry white, and disappear 
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among colorblind, liberal friends? The tension Lane described when we met as 

young men came from self-identifying as Japanese American, inviting others to 

challenge him, and not acquiescing to others’ perceptions, definitions, and 

judgments but asserting himself as both Japanese American and mixed ancestry. 

Lane created more tension when he questioned respected elders. 

  The tension and anger in young Lane that drove his activism may have 

come from painful identity consciousness, but it was his choice to engage in 

struggles that further aggravated that consciousness. His preoccupation with 

identity was a moral decision that went beyond complaint, exposure, and personal 

alienation, bearing meaning for a community. As a spokesman for identity 

questions he has provided a community with transformative insights needed to 

heal the wounds that divide and threaten us--and to open our arms to welcome and 

include. 
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